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GUEST BLOG 

What the CHIPS Act means for the
defense and aerospace industry
FRANK CAVALLARO, A2 GLOBAL  
 

The newly enacted CHIPS Act (signed into law August 9,

2022) represents a potential boost in U.S. semiconductor

fabrication by providing subsidies to U.S. chip

manufacturers and funding for technology and research

development. At a high level, the CHIPS Act is set to

revitalize domestic manufacturing, lower sourcing costs,

and increase job creation, all while strengthening the

overall global supply chain.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

 

EDITOR'S PERSPECTIVE 

Covering standards
JOHN MCHALE, EDITORIAL DIRECTOR 
 

“Is it difficult covering standards, is it getting slow?” my

dinner companion asked on the eve of the AUSA 2022

Annual Meeting in Washington. He noted how technical

standards bodies can be plodding, taking months to

deliberate on a specific point without creating much

news.
 

Read More +
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Milpower Source

VITA 62.2 Compliant,
SOSA™ Aligned, 3U Power
Supply
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LCR Embedded
Systems 

Next Level VPX System
Demonstration
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Mercury Systems 

Switchless SOSA aligned
platform accelerates
development with a proven
solution

 

INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT 

Multi-INT and SOSA: A consideration
of next steps
C. PATRICK COLLIER, ASPEN CONSULTING GROUP; DENIS

SMETANA, CURTISS-WRIGHT 
 

Multiple intelligence (Multi-INT), sometimes referred to as

multi modality, is a popular term used in recent years to

describe C5ISR [command, control, computers,

communications, cyber, intelligence, surveillance, and

reconnaissance] applications in which data obtained from

disparate sensing sources is fused together to derive

new information and operational insights.
 

Read More +
 

 

 

 INDUSTRY SPOTLIGHT 

SOSA’s rubber is meeting the road in
rapid system development
JOHN ORLANDO, EPIQ SOLUTIONS; TRAVIS DOLL, SCIENS

INNOVATIONS 
 

Using SOSA aligned components, a complete software-

defined radio (SDR) solution was created for a TSOA-ID

event in a little over two weeks, representing up to a 10-

time reduction in cost and schedule compared to

solutions developed without the use of well-defined open

standards. It’s an open road for the development of
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improved technologies in military and defense

applications.
 

Read More +
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Elma Electronic 

Interactive Backplane
Selector Charts for VPX &
SOSA™
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ITT Cannon 

HDx™ Series – High-
Density, Small Form Factor
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Quantic Evans 

Specifying a Capacitor for
Space-Based Applications

 

VPX/OPENVPX GUIDE 

VPX and OpenVPX: A guide to major
players, military applications, and
more
DAN TAYLOR, TECHNOLOGY EDITOR 
 

The military environment is unique when it comes to

computing. You have space constraints, as well as

concerns about how the harsh environments military

systems typically operate in affect embedded computer

systems. And the demands on computer systems are

increasing all of the time as military customers seek

more and more computing power. That's where the VPX

backplane architecture comes in. 
 

Read More +
 

 

 

FROM THE WEB 

Radar-system performance in half the
size: DARPA's goal with "BLiP"
program
LISA DAIGLE, ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR
 

The goal of the recently announced Beyond Linear
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Processing (BLiP) program from the Defense Advanced

Research Projects Agency (DARPA), says the agency, is

to apply innovative signal-processing methods to enable

the same radar performance achieved on large platforms

today but on much smaller sea, air, and ground

platforms.
 

Read More +
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Extreme Engineering
Solutions (X-ES) 

Extreme Engineering
Solutions' XChange6300 is
an Embedded Services
Router (ESR) with Cisco
IOS-XE® on an XMC/PMC
Module

 

SPONSORED WHITE PAPER 

Sustainability and Climate-Neutral
Aviation: What will it take for the
aviation industry to achieve carbon
neutrality by 2050?
SIEMENS 
 

This white paper reviews the technical and

environmental differences between jet engines powered

by kerosene and some of today’s leading alternative

propulsion systems. It continues to explore how these

factors are transforming the design of next-generation

aircraft and the aviation supply chain as we know it.
 

Read More +
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SPONSORED WHITE PAPER 

The Rise of Autonomous Technology
in the Military and What it Means
ANRITSU 
 

5G technology will influence every aspect of warfare.

Autonomy is one of six focus areas for Defense

Innovation Unit (DIU) in its work with the military.

Applications vary from Squad Multipurpose Equipment

Transport (SMET), Future Vertical Lift (FVL), and

operating rooms, to cyber applications under

development by the U.S. Special Operations Command.
 

Read More +
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100GbE Development Kit
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Kontron 

Kontron’s VX3060-S2
Aligned with the SOSA™
Technical Standard

 

SPONSORED WHITE PAPER 

Reimagining Aircraft Configurations
for the New Age of Hydrogen-Powered
Flight: How Hydrogen-Powered Jet
Engines Are Fueling Sustainable
Aircraft Design Innovation
SIEMENS 
 

This white paper examines the challenges facing

aerospace engineers designing sustainable aircraft. It

specifically investigates the use of hydrogen-powered jet

engines and hydrogen fuel cell technology in driving

next-generation propulsion systems and their

implications on surrounding subsystems culminating in

the need to entirely reimagine aircraft configurations. 
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How the SOSA Technical Standard Works with VITA Standards
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